Introduction
A curious feature of the SPE model of phonology (and also of other models) is that it provides no systematic place for an inventory of segments within the description of a particular language. Such tables of segments as are usually given have no formal status and are, from a theoretical point of view, merely appendices for convenient référence. It appears that the only principled way of finding out about the segment inventory is to inspect all phonological représentations and to collect all the different types of segment matrices. This is counter-intuitive because it fails to account for the speaker's knowledge of what segments his language has or doesn't have.
Redundancy Conditions (RC) are supposed to account for redundant feature spécifications. Stanley (1967) argued that RCs operate on fully specified segments and segment séquences; in particular hè demanded that RCs should neither change nor fill in feature spécifications. Stanley's proposai has not become generally accepted, at least not in African linguistics, and not always for good reasons.
It has long been noted that identical restrictions on segment and segment séquence structures may hold within the morphème and accross morphème boundaries.
In the SPE model such restrictions must be stated twice: as a RC in the lexicon, and as a P-Rule in the phonology proper. Stewart (1983) has solved this deficiency of RCs by extending their domain from the morphème to the word; it would be interesting to find out whether his Word Structure Conditions supersede Morpheme Structure Conditions or whether both types are needed because they express different significant generalizations. In the same article, Stewart also introduces the device of "Associated Automatic Rules". Thèse A-Rules state what happens when inadmissible (segments or) segment séquences arise in thé course of morphème concaténation.
Below I shall suggest that redundancy conditions, properly interpreted (section 2) and formulated (section 3), serve as a définition of the segment inventory (section 4). Prenasalized consonants (in Bantu) provide an
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Thilo C. Sehadéberg illustration of how sequential RCs and A-Rules interact to characterize "underspecified" segments (section 5). Finally, the hope is expressed (section 6) that phonological description will gain rather than lose when the goal of a redundancy-free représentation is abandoned.
The First Function of Redundancy Conditions
The most obvious function of RCs is to make statements about redundancies in the feature spécifications of segments and segment séquences. Such redundancies exist only with référence to a System. Two Systems are involved: the feature system and the phonological system of a particular language. The feature system may be defined such that no segment can be both [+high] In the literature one frequently finds that RCs are given another, derived function: they are used to "save" particular feature spécifications. This is usually presented in a table of segments where "redundant" spécifications are either left blank or put in parantheses. There are several problème with thisin addition to the possible illicit use of blanks as pointed out by Stanley (1967) .
First, there is no unique solution to the problem of defining the set of necessary RCs as long as the aim is a redundancy-free characterization of all segments in the system. Second, given the same aim, it would be wrong to formulate all true redundancies because the remaining "non-redundant" feature spécifications would no longer be sufficient to distinguish all segments. This has been experienced by Kuperus (1985:28) : "The décision as to when sufficient SgSC's and logical implications have been formulated is a purely pragmatic one: one stops when to continue would be to analyse segments away." Third, if RCs are "applied" to mark certain feature values as redundant then the order in which this is done becomes crucial.
These three points are, of course, interrelated. They will be illustrated by using a simple five-vowel system, and stating all redundancies in the form of negative conditions (for reasons I shall explain below). 
There is, however, a fifth RC which is equàlly trüe. RCS defines the feature spécifications given in Table i in angled brackets as redundant.
Given RC1 through RC4, RC5 cannot be stated if RCs are to retain their capability of "filling in" blanks. Note that there is nothing wrong with RC5 as such. RC5 becomes quite acceptable if we order (!) it before RC2. In that case, however, it becomes necessary not to state RC2 through RC4. Thus, our simple example shows that if we want to use RCs for filling in blanks we must refrain from stating all redundancies of the system lest we end up with undistinguishable segments. It further demonstrates that several alternatives exist as to which RCs may be selected, and this in turn signais that we do in fact take account of the order of our RCs.
We have already observed that the discovery procedure and the theoretical status of such a 
The Second Function of Redundancy Conditions
We now return to the question of the language spécifie segment inventory.
Suppose there is a universal set of features. We can now demand that (negative)
RCs must exclude all segments that are logically possible constructs within this universal feature System but do not occur in a particülar language. (There will be a subset of universally non-occurring segments.) In this way we will at the same time define the members of a particülar sound System and describe all redundancies operating within it.
In Table l we have seen a five-vowel System described with thé use of four distinctive features. Within this feature sub-system we could distingulsh i. 2 = 16 different vowels. They are listed and defined in the upper part of Table 2 . In thé lower part, thé x's indicate that a particülar segment is excluded by thé respective RC as formulated above.
The last line of Table 2 shows the five vowels that pass the filter of all five RCs. Note that all five RCs are needed to define the five-vowel System; if for instance RC5 were not given then [LU] and [v] would not be excluded.
Demanding that thé set of RCs should define thé segment inventory is incompatible with using RCs for filling in blanks but makes it possible to state redundancies exhaustively, uniquely and truly unordered. (In fact, "uniquely" may be too strong a claim, but if competing solutions were possible they would at least be équivalent.)
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Thilo C. Sohadeberg Table 2 The following restrictions (redundancies) frequently apply to this set:
(a) The nasal must be homorganic with the following obstruent.
(b) The obstruent must be voiced. In our framework where RCs do not fill in blanks we could not say that it is underspecified or in any way distinct from other nasals. What then is its place spécification in the lexicon? (Cases where it précèdes a vowel do not provide a satisfactory solution and have to be handled separately.) The answer is that thé lexical représentation of thé homorganic nasal is fully specified but thé place features are not defined. by formulating a (negative) sequential RC:
The fact that there is no corresponding A-Rule limits RC(d) effectively to describing lexical items -though it is true of surface word structure, too.
There just is no process by which the restriction stated in RC(d) would be violated.
Final Remarks
We might ask why linguists think that a non-redundant System or représentation is désirable, when all the évidence we have is that language is redundant at all levels. Maybe there is the notion that the human capacity for the storage of the lexicon is limited, or that storage of redundant information would not be optimal. l don't know whether there is any évidence for this notion. On the contrary, storage of lexical éléments in a redundant form would have the advantage of safer retrieval if we assume that acoess to thé stored items may be imperfect. For example, it happens to me that I imperfectly remember a téléphone number (information with very low redundancy); I may remember ail but the least two digits, or all the digits but not their füll order; in such a situation it would be very helpful to hâve RCs that disambiguate my imperfect knowledge.
And -if one more computer analogy is permitted -redundant storage might also provide faster access.
Language acquisition also appears to point towards redundant storage of the lexicon and thé phonological System. Clearly, words are learned long before the füll phonological System is acquired, and why would we want to as-sume a periodical housekeeping opération by the language learner in which he or she step by step removes redundant spécifications? As for thé phonological System,
